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Introducing Text With History: The Next Evolution in Interactive

Learning from the Makers of Text With Jesus

New Mobile App Allows Users to Engage in Real-Time Conversations with Historical Figures

LOS ANGELES, CA — September 13, 2023 — Catloaf Software LLC, a frontrunner in mobile
educational applications, is excited to unveil its latest innovation, "Text With History." Following the
monumental success of "Text With Jesus," which received widespread media coverage from outlets
like The Washington Post, CNN, Business Insider and the BBC, this new app aims to revolutionize the
way we engage with history.

Text With History utilizes cutting-edge AI technology, powered by the ChatGPT language model, to
bring to life conversations with a wide range of historical figures such as Cleopatra, Napoléon,
Lincoln, Mandela, and many more. Users can engage in real-time text dialogues, gaining unparalleled
insights into the lives and minds of these iconic individuals.

Features of Text With History

● Chat with Famous Politicians, Scientists, Artists, and World Leaders: The app includes a wide
range of historical figures from across the world and spanning many eras.

● Fun and Educational: Dive into the minds of the greats and gain new perspectives on history.
● Covers Many Eras: Explore history from the ancient world to the modern day.
● Share With Friends: Share your favorite conversations straight from the app.

The Legacy of Text With Jesus

The launch of "Text With History" comes on the heels of the highly successful "Text With Jesus" app,
which garnered international attention and was featured in major media outlets like The Washington
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Post, CNN, and Business Insider. The app offered a groundbreaking way for Christians to engage with
biblical figures, deepening their faith and understanding of scripture. Its success has set a high
standard for interactive educational apps, making "Text With History" one of the most anticipated
releases of the year.

Stéphane Peter, the CEO of Catloaf Software LLC, says, "With Text With Jesus, we offered a new
dimension to faith-based learning. Now, we're expanding that vision to encompass history. Our goal is
to make historical narratives as immediate and personal as we did with biblical stories."

Text With History is not just an individual learning tool; it's a communal experience. The app serves
as an invaluable resource for educators, history buffs, and book clubs, encouraging discussions,
debates, and critical thinking.

Now available for free download on Apple platforms, Text With History boasts a sleek, user-friendly
interface. It is an accessible and engaging tool for anyone looking to deepen their understanding of
history and foster meaningful conversations.

For more information about Text With History, please visit the official website at textwith.me/history
or e-mail pr@textwith.me.
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About Catloaf Software LLC

Catloaf Software LLC is a seasoned developer of mobile educational applications. With a mission to
create apps that engage, educate, and inspire, Catloaf Software uses cutting-edge technology to
transform everyday learning experiences into interactive journeys of discovery.
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